To wear your precious leather wear for a long time...

Coating moisturizing oil

About Leather Maintenance
What to prepare
MINK OIL, a sponge (possible to use a kitchen
sponge), a towel, water-repellent spray
(fluorine-based)
※If you have a brush for leather, a leather cleaner,
it’ s useful to care.

MINK OIL
leather care oil with special
ingredients for leather suits
and boots

Coat a little moisturizing oil as evenly
as possible by using a sponge.
Clopping mesh is too much oil.
It doesn’ t penetrate the leather well
and causes attaching dirt or sticky.
If the mesh is clogged, remove it
with a sharp tool and wipe extra oil
with a towel.
A racing suit tends to sweat behind
the thighs and armpits or cuff and
below of knee by overlapping gloves
and boots.It tends to be hardened the
leather by lacking oil. You can keep it
in good condition by wiping these
parts with oil in a fast cycle.

How to remove surface dirt

After penetrating oil for about
1~2 hours, check by touching

Wipe surface dirt by using a dry

the surface to confirm

towel or a brash for leather.

Preventing stains

If there is a corpse of insects,
wipe as soon as possible by
using a towel wet in water.
If there are no noticeable dirt or
wetting, itʼ s enough by those
process.
If the dirt could be removed

Penetrating moisturizing oil

Please spray (water-repellent
and fluorine-based) as final
care.
In the process, a fluorine film
is formed to prevent stains.

whether there is any oil is left.
If there is oil on the surface,
wipe with a dry towel.
Please be careful because it
is hard to penetrate oil into
the printing parts.

just wiping, wipe it with a
leather cleaner on a towel or
sponge. Please wipe softly not
to damage.
It is also recommended to rub
lightly with a plastic eraser to
remove a few stains.

Caution about storage

After removing the surface dirt by using a wetting towel or brush to prevent generating mold,
please hang on a thick hanger to prevent collapsing the silhouette and storage at the
well-ventilated place.It is eﬃcient to cover with breathable non-woven fabric to prevent direct
sunlight because leather is weak from ultraviolet rays.

Leather is not strong against wetting.
A wetting leather causes transform or hardening
due to a lack of necessary oil.If it suddenly rains,
please clean it as soon as possible.
Wipe wetness with a dry towel to the outside
and inside of the leather-like pushing.

Useful suit cover for carrying

After that, dry at the well-ventilated and shady

or keeping leather suit

place.

Leather suit bag
It is made of soft and breathable non-woven fabric so it’ s good
Please do not add the heat of a hair dryer or
iron to the leather.Be sure to dry naturally,

Caution

the wind of the electric fan is okay.

for carrying or keeping the leather suit.Simple and functional suit
cover with diagonal fastener for easily taking in and out and an
arm belt to hold the sleeve. (NEB002 LEATHER SUIT BAG)

Apply moisturizing oil before it dries
completely.
Please put a little more than usual.

TAICHI original trolley
bag that can carry all of
the items for racing.
TAICHI racing suit can
remove the inner liner
to wash separately.
By washing the inner
liner in a fast cycle, it
can be kept clean and
prevent sweaty odor in

Remove inner liner from the body
Remove protectors from the inner liner

WHEELED GEAR BAG
It can pack all of the racing items
such as a racing suit, a helmet,
boots etc.
The main large room can separate

Wash by laundry machine (We

by changing the board of bottom.

recommend using a washing net bag.)

The storage space of the lid can
take in boots or gloves.

the summer season.
Dry at the well-ventilated and shady
place without direct sunlight

It’ s easy to carry with the
expansion-type handle and casters.
(RSB266 WHEELED GEAR BAG)

